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Christopher Wheeldon's production of Cinderella was originally produced for  the Dutch National 
Ballet, which hosted the Amsterdamopening in December 2012. San Francisco Ballet added this 
work, into their repertoire in 2013. This year, 2019, in their 70th anniversary year English National 
Ballet, selected this production to be adapted by the originator for their annual 'in the round' 
production at the Royal Albert Hall where it became a huge public and critical success. Now 
Wheeldon has transformed it back into the more traditional proscenium stage ballet and is giving 
Manchester and Southampton the benefit of seeing it first. Wheeldon is probably best known for his
work as director and choreographer on the recent, magnificent, stage musical "An American In 
Paris". 

This Cinderella is certainly an instant audience favourite. With a plot that adds a few new twists, 
costumes that are both exquisite and inventive, sets and special effects that astound and dancers 
who outdo themselves on every level, what more could you ask for? One thing does come to mind -
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interesting choreography would be a welcome addition. Somehow all the other aspects of the 
production were worked out quite thoroughly while the actual dances look a bit neglected, just like 
Cinderella is by her family.

Craig Lucas's libretto is an amalgam of ideas: parts of Perrault's best-known version, bits of the 
Brothers Grimm, some of Rossini's opera and a sprinkling of original elements. It really does 
introduce new perspectives on both the story and character motivation. From Rossini comes the 
swapping of roles by Prince Guillaume and his friend Benjamin, where the prince plays a beggar 
whom Cinderella takes in and feeds. In the process, they fall in love; she is ignorant of his true 
position and he is impressed by her kindness to the less fortunate. There is no Fairy Godmother as 
in Perrault's story, but the Brothers Grimm version provides the tree by the grave of Cinderella's 
mother which comes to represent the power of mother nature. That aspect is augmented by the 
invention of the four Fates who protect and advise the heroine. The four seasons variations in the 
music are now danced by four groups of spirits. Spring is Lightness, summer Generosity, autumn 
Mystery and winter Fluidity, and the Spirits teach Cinderella how to dance for the ball. Gone are  
the fairy godmother, the pumpkin and the mice.

The visuals team - Julian Crouch (scenic and costume design), Natasha Katz (lighting design), 
master puppeteer Basil Twist (tree and carriage direction/design), Daniel Brodie (projection 
design), and Michael Odam (lighting associate) - have collaborated to make a stunning environment
for the action. The costumes for the tree gnomes - human-sized frogs and birds - are brilliant in 
bizarre detail. At times, so much is going on that it can be overwhelming. In those cases, less would
be more. When the video projections add a layer of visual information that is beyond what the eye 
can comfortably take in, it's time to cut back.



The evening's cast is outstanding: Emma Hawes and Francesco Gabriele Froia are sublime  as 
Cinderella and Prince Guillaume; Ken Saruhashi as Benjamin, the prince's friend, displays his 
matchless technique and a gift for comedy; Sarah Kundi as stepmother  Hortensia and Fernanda 
Oliveira and Shiori Kase as stepsisters Edwina and Clementine, all nail their parts and are 
outrageously funny. Other notable performances by Anjuli Hudson as the leading Spirit of 
Lightness, Rhys Antoni Yeomans as the lead Mystery spirit and Katja Khaniukova as the Spanish 
Princess add to the overall excellence of the dancing.

The choreography can't keep up with the high level of the other production elements. Wheeldon 
resorts to frequent unison action for the corps de ballet, often in lines with the dancers all facing the 
audience. There are shades of overly repetitive motifs that are boring at best. Sometimes movement 



sequences lack distinctive shape and seem out of step with the musical phrases. While it's admirable
that Wheeldon wants to champion classical ballet, he could learn a lesson or two from Matthew 
Bourne in how to explore the vocabulary more extensively and create more architectural design in 
the overall structure of his dances.

If extravagant productions are the way to bring in new audiences and fill the till then they are 
justified for those reasons alone. However, they don't necessarily leave a rich legacy for future 
generations. Somehow it seems that the size of the production budget is inversely proportional to 
the breadth of imagination that goes into the art form.

But this production on World Ballet Day is a visual and musical delight, the huge English National 
Ballet Philarmonic under the baton of Gavin Sutherland fill the auditorium with Prokofiev's 
magnificent score and alone would be worth the price of a ticket. A personal disappointment, was 
that on the drive down to Southampton we listened to an engaging interview on the radio with ENB 
company member, First Artist, Barry Drummond who has  played the role of Benjamin and we 
were looking forward to seeing if he could dance as well as he could command the airwaves,  on 
arrival at the Mayflower we found out that he wouldn't be appearing. Oh well, maybe next time.
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